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BesTape is designed to be the best. It has a beveled edge, a round surface, and adhesive that goes closer 

to the edge. Available in three width’s 2”, 3”, and 4” and in seven colors: red, orange, yellow, green, 

blue, black and white. 
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Because of its ability to withstand most heavy traffic it will last longer than other low cost tapes. It has a 

beveled edge that withstands forklift traffic, a round smooth surface for easy cleaning, and adhesive 

that goes closer to the edge for a better bond. BesTape will last longer than standard vinyl floor tape. 
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Easy installation – clean the floor surface, peel and stick. It stays put until you need to remove it. 

Removal is a breeze, just pull straight up from one end and peel back. A good Lean organization tends to 

change layouts and BesTape will save you hours of clean-up from other low cost tapes. The adhesive 

peels off the floor easily so there is no time wasted scraping. 
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Because of its smooth surface, it is much easier to clean than other “bumpy” surface tapes. Because of 

its durability you don’t waste time replacing or repairing ripped up tape. 
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Compared with other floor tapes with “similar” qualities BesTape offers the best value and lower price. 

Contrast other brands at $85 per roll to BesTape’s $70 per roll, that’s almost a 20% savings! Judged 

against standard vinyl tape BesTape is a much greater value. Replacing or repairing standard vinyl tape 

can be a hassle and is unproductive time trying to scrape up the messy adhesive left behind. Using 

BesTape you can save dozens of man-hours repairing and replacing tape. See a return on your 

investment in as little as two to three months. 
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Material Thickness 100% virgin, wear-resistant industrial grade PVC with 35 mil height to 

ensure the highest strength and toughness.  

Beveled Edge Two stage taper and fully round top surface to create smooth transition 

edges that minimize impact hazards.  

Recessed Base Two stage recessed bottom surface to create zero gap between the floor 

and the edge of the tape.  

Surface Finish Smooth gloss finish for extra durability and ease of cleaning.  

Adhesive Extremely durable double-sided adhesive.  

Installation Simple and easy peel-&-stick installation. No dry time, cure time, fumes 

or messy cleanup to limit productivity.  

Removal Easily removable, just peel with no sticky residue left on the floor. The 

tape stays put until you remove it. �1�!"%4! /'70
Adhesive Type  Synthetic Rubber  

 

Adhesive Tape Material  Cloth  

Adhesive Tape Color  White  

Adhesive Tape Thickness  0.28 mm  

Liner Material  Off-white paper  

Liner Thickness  0.08 mm  

Peel strength  14 N/25 mm  

Tensile strength  80 N/25 mm  

Application Temperature  40F to 90F  

Service Temperature  0F to 130F  
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BesTape is the most durable and effective Floor Marking System. 

• Unique Profile: the Best engineering design and simulation software is used to deliver the Best 

profile that withstands forklift traffic without tearing or lifting.  

• Easy to Use: It has the most efficient application system – remove the backing and apply. 

• Cure Time: There is no cure time unlike other aisle marking systems - have the markings you want 

with no waiting time to continue work. 

• Temperature: BesTape will perform well in low temperatures without failure.  

• Warranty: 2 year warranty on BesTape Floor Marking System.  

• Cost: A cost effective, most efficient and viable alternative to other floor tape.   


